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Bounce Pass Game
Set up/Rules
Players work in groups of 4 in a 10x10 box. Have 2 players on the 
outside and 2 players in the middle. The 2 players in the middle are 
competing against each other. To get a point they must receive a 
pass from an outside player and bounce the ball straight back. All 
passes are with hands. The two players on the outside can pass to 
each other at any point to change the point of attack. Idea of the 
game is for central players to ‘battle it out’, be aggressive and fight 
to win the ball. Attacking player must find ways to create a yard of 
space to receive and defender must find ways to win the ball.
Progression
Passes are now with feet.
Coaching Points
Movement to find a yard of space
Aggressive when defending, don’t let attacker get away or have easy 
pass.

Shoot, Combine to shoot and move to finish
Set up/Rules
Player 1 has one touch and shoots for goal. Once shot is taken 
player 1 turns and plays wall pass with player 2 who shoots for goal. 
As the wall pass is being played player 3 dribbles through the gate 
to cross for player 1 & 2 to attack. Next three in line repeat.
Progression
Rotate groups
Coaching Points
Type of shoot - Power or placement
Quality of wall pass to allow first time shoot
Type of cross - Driven, lofted, cut back
Movement to attack cross - Front Post - Back Post
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Movements to play forward and create shooting opportunities
Set up/Rules
33x20 yard area split into 18x20 and 15x20 yard boxes. In area with 
goal have 1v1 and 2v2 in other area. Ball is played into attacking 
team by target player. 2 attackers look to get ball into CF quickly. CF 
looks to turn and shoot for goal. Player passing into CF moves in to 
become new forward, target player becomes new CM and 
player shooting rotates back to the start. If defenders win possession 
play becomes 3v3 with no restrictions and they try and dribble out 
through counter goals in the corners
Progression
One attacker can move into support CF and create 2v1
Ball can be passed directly into CF from target player
Midfielders can shoot from first zone or try and play into CF
One defender can recover into end zone to create 2v2
Coaching Points
Can players create space to receive to play forwards quickly
CF move defender away to create space to receive
Quick turn and shot
Timing of support from midfield

Small Sided Game
Set up/Rules
Play 8v8 with the formation being 1-2-3-2.
Split field into thirds with central field slightly bigger than end 
thirds. Play 2v2 plus GK’s in each end zone with 3v3 in central zone. 
Players are restricted to zones.
Progression
One midfielder can go in and support attackers when in possession 
to create 3v2. Player must recover when possession is lost.
Take out the thirds and play unrestricted
Coaching Points
Can players create space to receive to play forwards quickly
CF move defender away to create space to receive
Quick turn and shot
Timing of support from midfield
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